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“Imaginary into Real: Imaginary into Real” 

 

 

 

 

Imagining into real, while seeing this phrase in mathematical light, imaginary and real  

numbers have a vast history of being together. 1With the name real and imaginary  

distinguishing them, mathematically they have a greater bond of appearing together. Real  

numbers don’t appear in a mathematical problem sum until there isn’t 1 or more imaginary  

numbers/ integers linked to it. In mathematical world imaginary numbers are also known as  

complex numbers, but are used in real world and its applications. The imaginary number is  

defined as a square root of an odd number, which if we define in easy language means  

multiplying the amount of negative or uneven work done (happening) by the same amount of  

force is equal to a real world problem. From here we can easily extract that the real world is the  

real world, the real happening is twice to what we think about it. While scientifically imaginary  

 
1 https://www.quora.com/Could-you-convert-an-imaginary-number-to-real-
number#:~:text=No%2C%20you%20cannot%20convert%20an,an%20imaginary%20number%20is%20zero. 

https://www.quora.com/Could-you-convert-an-imaginary-number-to-real-number#:~:text=No%2C%20you%20cannot%20convert%20an,an%20imaginary%20number%20is%20zero.
https://www.quora.com/Could-you-convert-an-imaginary-number-to-real-number#:~:text=No%2C%20you%20cannot%20convert%20an,an%20imaginary%20number%20is%20zero.


is defined as the basis of reality.2 It helps us in seeing /predicting the reality, it helps us figure  

out the good and bad, explore the positivity. Because our actions, behavior and contributions  

towards world are based on our imaginative power. Imagination is directly linked to our  

experiences whether physical or mental. What we think, how we think and based on it how we  

want to see the future, eventually our actions turn out towards what we have thought and in  

the end it leads us towards that very point/position in life.  

 

Understanding imaginary into real, starting from the time, “How man/woman came to being,  

how they treated the first child, “The blind Man and an elephant”, to capitalist movement to  

the COVID-19 pandemic and lockdown, we will discuss how surviving/exploring the world was  

means of living to how the world was forced to imagine the definition of survival to a larger  

scale, how it was restructured and how the world was made to realize what in reality the  

survival and basic living actually meant. Talking about the world, as either imaginary or real, the  

dreams that emerge to us or we see while being lost from the real world are entirely based on  

some glimpse or meaningful experiences of the real world. Some dreams let us relive what was  

a great experience for us, some make us understand how we see the world, some shows us the  

fears that we have in life. dreams are imaginary, they are seen by us when we are just capable  

of imagining and aren’t connected to the real world. The dreams are based on our past, they  

reflect what we had/went through/what was important to us an what we consider them now  

and can be seen in future. Talking about reality and imaginary, the key names to discuss are  

Galeano, Guy Debord, Naom Chomsky.  

 

Starting from Chomsky, his physiological vision was that people should acquire, conquer and  

discover about perspectives and what they think. 3He meant that people don’t like to discover  

 
2 https://www.jstor.org/stable/687620 
 
 
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYHQcXVp4F4 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/687620
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eYHQcXVp4F4


they just end on where a thing has been covered. Its not about covering its about the in-depth  

discovering of the happenings, situations or any particular thing. Chomsky says when one  

persue an in-dept research about the reality, he knows what to question how to see things,  

what to appreciate and what not to, on basis of the perceptions he understand and appreciate,  

because it becomes the basis of the imaginative power one posses, whether a student or an  

adult.  The famous story 4“The blind man and the elephant”, where each blind member of Ghor  

visited and examined a particular body part of the giant elephant of the king and his army. Due  

to their vision blindness , they observed , acquired and possessed  whatever they could touch  

and feel of the elephant’s body and based on their previous life experiencing, 5they imagined  

the parts to be something they had already in reality experienced and knew about. This is a  

great example of what Chomsky meant. 

 

 
4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rx8dxXI-_VA 
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blind_men_and_an_elephant#:~:text=The%20parable,-
The%20earliest%20versions&text=A%20group%20of%20blind%20men%20heard%20that%20a%20strange%20ani
mal,of%20its%20shape%20and%20form.&text=The%20blind%20man%20who%20placed,described%20it%20as%2
0a%20rope. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rx8dxXI-_VA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blind_men_and_an_elephant#:~:text=The%20parable,-The%20earliest%20versions&text=A%20group%20of%20blind%20men%20heard%20that%20a%20strange%20animal,of%20its%20shape%20and%20form.&text=The%20blind%20man%20who%20placed,described%20it%20as%20a%20rope.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blind_men_and_an_elephant#:~:text=The%20parable,-The%20earliest%20versions&text=A%20group%20of%20blind%20men%20heard%20that%20a%20strange%20animal,of%20its%20shape%20and%20form.&text=The%20blind%20man%20who%20placed,described%20it%20as%20a%20rope.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blind_men_and_an_elephant#:~:text=The%20parable,-The%20earliest%20versions&text=A%20group%20of%20blind%20men%20heard%20that%20a%20strange%20animal,of%20its%20shape%20and%20form.&text=The%20blind%20man%20who%20placed,described%20it%20as%20a%20rope.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blind_men_and_an_elephant#:~:text=The%20parable,-The%20earliest%20versions&text=A%20group%20of%20blind%20men%20heard%20that%20a%20strange%20animal,of%20its%20shape%20and%20form.&text=The%20blind%20man%20who%20placed,described%20it%20as%20a%20rope.


“ The Blind men of Ghor interpreting the features of the massive elephant of King’s army” 

 

 

Galeano in his book,6 “Stories of almost everyone”, elaborates what the human nature is all  

about and how humans perceive their fellow humans and the nature in which they live.  

Galeano says that the day/nights are made for us to take out meaning from it, not just each day  

rises and then falls to dusk. Galeano likewise Chomsky make the point that humans should  

explore & unleash the past. He makes point that just knowing what had happened in real isn’t  

enough, knowing and making perspectives out of it, and imagining what could happen based o  

research is the core concept of living life. he sees humans as enemy of other humans, because  

human have fear that the ones with them might surpass them. He includes the phenomena of  

imaginary here, that human plays a role of second self, they imagine to be someone & act as  

other being. He says humans don’t care of the fellow beings. 

 

 

When talking about the imaginary and realism, “The real lord of the flies” (The 6 tonga village  

boys) is a great real life example. 7The six catholic boarding school students in Nuku‘alofa, fed  

up the from hostel life, borrowing a boat, and planning a escape all the way to New-Zeland and  

for their surprise they got shipwrecked and stuck in between the river without any eatables for  

 
6 https://lauraflanders.org/2015/04/eduardo-galeano-stories-of-almost-everyone/ 
7 https://www.theguardian.com/books/2020/may/09/the-real-lord-of-the-flies-what-happened-when-six-boys-
were-shipwrecked-for-15-months 

https://lauraflanders.org/2015/04/eduardo-galeano-stories-of-almost-everyone/
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2020/may/09/the-real-lord-of-the-flies-what-happened-when-six-boys-were-shipwrecked-for-15-months
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2020/may/09/the-real-lord-of-the-flies-what-happened-when-six-boys-were-shipwrecked-for-15-months


15 months. They were rescued more than fit and healthy after their funerals had been offered  

by a sailor, Peter. Now from here, once the reality struck and the village / school confirmed the  

6 boys were missing, had anyone imagined the boys who would have been eaten by the sea  

would appear fitter than before alive. This is the same, the reality is twice the imagined thought  

as mathematically proved. From, the boy’s point of view had they ever thought they would be  

living alive for 15 months, eating, coconuts, fishing’s, with no human race around, in the sea,  

without even having any connection to any media source. They remained together,  

determined, as brothers, motivated themselves and remained alive for 15 months while in real  

being declared dead. On the other hand, a one false thought could have ruined their whole  

story and they could have killed each other.  

 

 

                                         “The 6 shipwrecked kids with Mr. Peter & his team” 

 

The sum of the entire human thoughts was given by Guy Debord in the “Society of the  



spectacle”. 8Debord in his book in 1967, criticizes the way human live. He states that the world  

has become more materialist than ever before. Humans are focusing more on the real/actual  

appearance rather the knowing the inner beauty that could so beautiful they might not imagine 

even. Debord has statistically opened the post world war II capitalist movement that in real  

started the decline of Human soul-to-soul interaction and made living life a materialistic thing.  

He makes us understand that, the start of advertisement through consumerist movement was  

the basis to convince people towards the appreciation they will get by fellow humans through  

the mental product satisfaction. He elaborates that how the capitalists made the survival more  

difficult and demanding one for the Europe (at that time and entire world eventually). He  

expresses that all what was happening was actually an All-pervasive-consumerist lie.  

 

 

“Situationist poster depicting what capitalist movement did” 

 

The Capitalist made the real life a challenging one by extending the means of survival to a next  

level. It was then, where buying a new car, having what the other person wears, buying a new  

 
8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_wl3HCKQ6WI&feature=youtu.be 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_wl3HCKQ6WI&feature=youtu.be


product regularly, and making it compulsory to have a newer version of a particular product  

would make a great repo of you in your society where we live (the materialist/materialism  

started). We need to know the difference between ‘needing more and wanting more’. He says  

while needing more, you still give yourself the way to fulfill your needs, but if you Imagine that  

the needing more will make you standout, then survival fulfillment wont bring an end to your  

wants. Debord’s explanation that, the capitalist international are pitching the human’s  

subconscious in a way without letting the brain accept the reality of what survival actually  

meant. Rather they are affecting our imaginative subconscious and making it accept a new  

reality that for them (capitalist)’s in their imagination shall be the means of survival and that is,  

“you want more”.  

 

“Freud defined Imagination as” 

 

The advertisement means that, the capitalist choose to market a product has been to future  

emotions, a known face (celebrity), family togetherness, to make people feel that they would  

also feel or have the same feeling when they would buy that particular product. Debord  

explains us, that before any new update could be done post world war time, the capitalist took  

advantage and playing with the subconscious started the consumerist and advertisement  

method to persuade people to ‘buy, more and more because they want more’, naming their  

self thoughts and imposing the movement on human’s imaginative subconscious rather letting  

them live in the real. Capitalist International pitched human being on their subconscious’s  



(imaginary part) that humans did not had reached themselves, but they were intelligent enough  

to reach and pitch in a way that humans agreed to their materialistic satisfaction among peers.  

he wrote the book in 67, but today after even 5 decades, don’t we see the same materialist  

approach evolving on its peak. Rather it’s now a built-in thought.  

 

But as said, if you go against the nature, the nature bounces back to keep everything as its  

original way because nature couldn’t be changed by Capitalist Internationals.  

 

Today, when the world has been crushed, the worldly desires, the human ego, the first world  

nations being the owners, the capitalist thought, everything crushed by the nature by just one  

virus and the world can bare that. It’s true, nature bounces back, nature shows humans that the  

world was given to you to survive, live, unity, exploration but you weren’t allowed to conquer  

it. The corona virus starting from China and gradually effecting the whole world to a limit,  

where the whole world saw for the first time in history a Global massive lockdown (had anyone  

even imagined it to happen ever, but it happened in real). Be the first world country, or a 3rd  

world, be a semi capitalist or a purely capitalist nation, the nature bounced back once and for  

all.  



 

“A glimpse of Covid-19 and its disaster spreading” 



The ozone layer that was being affected by UV rays, the forests, the trees that were  

vanishing, the animal hunting that grew to a large scale, the atmosphere that was being  

affected badly by human produced pollution, the nature showed us that it’s all belongs to it and  

no harm to it is acceptable and as humans are restricted to their homes, every natural thing is  

getting better with their being the population. The biggest thing that the pandemic taught by  

the kind of precautions it brought with itself taught the entire world that they were living a  

mere dream life and that wasn’t the way the life shall be lived. The capitalist even, can’t 

imagine  

the nature to bounce so openly that it showed people that the survival and living a life on basic  

needs and wants was as easy with the technological advertisement (the only great thing the  

capitalist brought as a actual gift) as it could ever be. Hadn’t the nature isolated the humans to  

their home premises, never would we actually imagine what the actual survival meant, which  

once was the actual reality for once people used to live.  



 

“Glimpse of what we didn’t imagined (The most awake & happening city of Pakistan completely in isolation)” 

 

 

Humans had forgot the actual means of living life, and appreciating what actually should have  

been, but they have been shown and remembered. The things we took for granted, the natural  

environment, the air, water, weathers, the animals, everything has been reminded by the  

owner of the world (the Creator).  



They say, whatever happens, one can only imagine and see reality based on his thinking and  

understanding power, and humans were reminded what things were there, that they even  

neglected and now in the pandemic are in reality the only source of survival for them. Today,  

now when the only source of survival are our medical staff, we are giving them the highest  

appreciations, providing foods, leaving our imaginative superheroes and considering them our  

superheroes which today and even back then were our actual superheroes.  

 

9Banksy’s new Art piece portraying & making children consider the actual real life heroes,  

(doctors/nurses) instead of making the imaginative superheroes there idol. The doctors/nurses  

who were back then also giving their duty and today when their families are at home, they have  

to self-sacrifice themselves to save the nation.  

 

 

Banksy”s art work, titled, “The game changer” at British Hospital 

 

10BBC’s survey have shown, that how speaking without wearing a mask can leave the particles  

of covid affected person or one having a lightest of symptoms even, can leave the unhealthy  

 
9 https://images.dawn.com/news/1185223 
10 https://www.dawn.com/news/1557031 

https://images.dawn.com/news/1185223
https://www.dawn.com/news/1557031


particles in air for 12 minutes and on metal for 24 hours even. Had we ever imagined that how  

talking even would kill us. we used to speak a billion of words with different pitchs of tones  

without imagining and sensing one day these air particles breathed out from our mouth could  

in real become the reason of death of a loved done.  

 

 

Self Opinion: 

 

The real and the imaginary as mathematically proved are a bond. The real could be imagined,  

the imaginary could be in real experienced, but as Chomsky & Galeano emphasizes on acquiring  

knowledge on individual basis, clarifying what means of perspectives to consider on your own  

manipulation and considerations is the way of life. But as Debord makes us learn what the  

survival should be known as, we should be aiming it the basis. As due to the pandemic  

situation, we have come through what in real survival means and the real means of why we are  

here in this world, should be clarified and humans shall consider it as warning by the nature and  

the creator (ALLAH) that what actually you need to do in our lives. We should take the real and  

consider imagining how we can make the better reality for ourselves. “Imaginary into Real: Real  

into Imaginary” both are as important as their name suggests. We need to just learn from what  

we imagined and apply in real life: ‘We should understand the reality and consider imagining  

the consequences and how to make the real life better from it’.  

 



 

“Pakistan current Covid-19 situation” 



 

Withour indepth research the Imaginary could be as little as the ball and the reality at the back 

could be as infinity. With indepth interpretations the reality could be as little as the ball and 

your imagination could be as larger & creative as the infinity view at the back in image. 

 

 

“Hindu perception of evolution of Man” 

 



 

“Human evolution from monkeys to man” 

 

 

 

 



 

“Imagination into a real illusion world” 

 

 


